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Introduction
We are excited to release TX2014 SR2 with many new features and improvements that
makes TX2014 even more complete as a Data Warehouse Automation platform.
In TX2014 SR2 we have focused on two things:
1) Making it easier to integrate traditional coding and hand-coded solutions with our Data
Warehouse Automation platform.
2) Giving the user a better overview over his project as well as tools that makes working
with the project easier.
We hope that you will find features such as custom code, external tables, project perspective, the execution queue and the query tool useful. In addition to the headline features,
TX2014 SR2 includes numerous small improvements and bug fixes.
In this document, you can learn how the new features work and how to use them. It supplements the TX2014 User Guide and the TX2014 SR1 Release Documentation.
We hope you will enjoy TX2014 SR2 just as much as we enjoyed developing it. If you have
any feedback, good or bad, on the new release, please do not hesitate to let us know.
On behalf of the development team,
Thomas Duun
Product Manager
TimeXtender Software
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New features
Customized Code
TX enables you to integrate "hand-written" code into a project by customizing the data
cleansing procedure, transformation view and SSIS package on a given table. This gives you
the flexibility of traditional data warehouse coding together with the immense productivityboost of Data Warehouse Automation.

Adding customized code to a table
To customize the code on a given table, follow the steps below:
1. Right click on the table in question, navigate to Advanced and click Customize
code. The Customize Code window appears.

2. Click the Add button to the right of the step you wish to customize. The Choose Editor window appears.
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3. In the Editor Name list, you have the following options:
 Standard is the basic built-in editor in TX.


Default File Program is the program that is set to open files of the type in
question. For the data cleansing procedure and the transformation view, the
filename extension is .sql. For SSIS packages, the filename extension is .dtsx.



Any custom editors you have added (see Managing Custom Editors).

If you are adding a SSIS package, the Custom SSIS window appears. Chose Create Default Package to edit the standard package, Create Destination Only to
create a package that only contains the destination and Existing Package to import
an existing package from the file system or an SQL Server.
Note: Some tables uses multiple SSIS packages. When creating the Default package,
TX will create the first SSIS package only! Examples of tables that default will have
multiple SSIS packages: Data Warehouse tables that receives data from multiple
Staging tables. Data Source tables from NAV adapter with multiple companies. Any
Data Source table when Template Data Sources are used.
4. If you chose the Standard editor, the Edit window opens. When you have finished
editing the code, click OK to confirm you edits.
If you chose a custom editor, TX will open the code in editor you chose. When you
have finished editing the code, save your changes and close the editor. Back in TX,
the Custom Code Editor window is open.

Click Import to import the changes you have made in the custom editor into your
project.
5. When you return to the Customize Code window you will notice that you can now
click Parameters (if applicate) and Delete. Click Delete to remove the customization and return to having TX generate the code. Click Parameters to decide which
parameters are sent to the code on execution.
6. Click Close to close the window.
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Note: When editing the data cleansing procedure or the transformation view, make sure to
have a "create procedure" or "create view" declaration in code with the exact name as TX
would have given it. This is what is called during execution. To be sure, simply keep the first
line of the code generated by TX.

Managing Custom Editors
To add, edit or delete a custom editor, click on the Tools tab in the ribbon and then click on
General Settings in the Administration group. The General Settings window appears.
Click on Custom Editors.

The list of custom editors is displayed. In the Default save location box, you can type the
path to the folder where the custom code files are temporary stored (or click on the folder
icon to open a browse dialog).
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To edit the settings for a custom editor, select the editor in the list and click Edit.
To remove a custom editor from the list, select the editor and click Delete.
To add a custom editor, follow the steps below:
1.

Click Add. The Add custom editor window appears.

2. In the Name box, type a name for the editor.
3. In the Type list, click on the type of editor you wish to add. Choose TSQL for use
with data cleansing procedures and transformation views and SSIS for use with SSIS
packages.
4. In the SQL Server list, select the SQL Server version that you are using. Currently,
this setting is only used for custom editors for SSIS packages. When you want to customize the code for a SSIS package, TX checks what version of SQL Server the table
is stored on. You will only be able to select editors that are marked compatible with
that version of SQL Server.
5. In the Path box, type the path of the program (or click on the folder icon to open a
browse dialog)
6. In the Parameters box, type any additional parameters for the program.
7. Optionally, in the Save Location box, type as save location for the editor (or click on
the folder icon to open a browse dialog).
8. Click OK to add the custom editor.
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Support for External Tables
When you already have an established staging area or data warehouse, making the transition to Data Warehouse Automation means that you need to re-model the existing or some
of the existing solution in TX2014 to get the full DWA advantage. In some cases, this is a
good chance to re-think part of the solution – but it can also be an obstacle for moving to a
modern Data Warehouse Automation platform.
External tables is a way to incorporate existing tables into the TX2014 project. An external
table will initially not be deployed or executed, but will be available for data movement to
data warehouses and data marts, can be used in views and scripts and for cubes and dimensions. Later on in the process, the user can add a custom SSIS package to the table, which
can then be executed.

Adding an External SQL Connection
To add an external table, you first need to add an external SQL connection. To add an external SQL connection, follow the steps below:
1. Right click on you data warehouse or a business unit, navigate to Advanced and
click Add External SQL Connection. The Add External SQL Connection window
appears.

2. Type a name for the connection in the Name box.
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3. Click on Use Global Database and choose a global database in the list

or
Click on Use Custom Settings and type and select your settings. Type the neame
of the server in the Server Name box and enter the database you wish to use in the
Database box. Select Force Codepage Conversion to convert all fields to the collation of the data warehouse, Force Unicode Conversion to declare all alphanumeric fields as nvarchar and Allow Dirty Reads to allow reading from the source
without locking the table. In Additional Connection Properties you can type additional properties.
Note: The SQL Server needs to be on the same physical SQL Server instance as your
data warehouse.
4. Click OK to add the source and close the window.

Adding an External Table
To add an external table, follow the steps below.
1. Navigate to External SQL Connections under your data warehouse or business
unit in the project tree, right click on the connection you just created and click Read
Objects from Data Source.
2. When TX has finished reading objects from the data source, the source explorer pane
in the right hand side of the window is populated with the objects from the source.
Select the tables, views and fields you wish to use in you data warehouse.

Working with External Tables
The external tables in your project are shown in the project tree alongside the standard tables and you can use them in the same way. External tables can be used in dimensions and
cubes, for reporting, in Qlikview models etc. You can recognize an external table in the project tree on the black table icon.

Some of the transformations and data cleansing you can do with standard tables, can be
done with external tables as well. You can add custom fields, but not lookup fields. For instance, you can add a custom field to the external table and apply a transformation to the
field to concatenate two other fields on the table.
You can also add Custom Date to an external table.
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Deploying an External Table
To deploy an external table, right click on the table and click Deploy. A View will be created
that selects from the external Table.

Executing an External Table with an SSIS package
Since an external table is set up outside TX, TX expects it to be executed separately from
your project. This means that you initially will not find any execute command on an external
table. However, if you have a SSIS Package that is used to populate the table, you can add
this package to the table and get the ability to execute the table.
1. Right click on an external table, navigate to advanced and click Customize code.
The Customize Code window appears.
2. Click the Add button to the right of SSIS Package. The Custom Editor window
appears.
3. In the Editor Name list, click on you editor of choice and click OK. The Custom
SSIS window appears.
4. Make sure Existing Package is selected and click OK. The Pick SSIS Package
window appears.
5. Type the server name in the Server box. Optionally, you can select Use SQL Server
Authentication and type your credentials in the User Name and Password boxes
as appropriate. In the Location list, click File system or SQL Server and then click
… next to the Package Name box to browse for the SSIS package. When you have
found the package and clicked Open in the Open window, click OK and the editor of
your choice opens.
6. Make any changes you wish to make in the editor, save the package and close the
editor.
7. While you edit the SSIS package, TX displays the Custom Code Editor dialog.
When you return to TX, click Import to import the changes you made to the SSIS
package.
8. In the Customize Code window you'll notice that the Add command next to SSIS
Package has changed to Edit and that you can now click Parameters and Delete
as well. Click Close.
9. Right click on the table and choose Execute to run the SSIS package. You can also
execute the table by including it in an execution package, executing the entire project
etc.
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Project Perspectives
The purpose of Project Perspectives is to make it easier to work with large projects. Working
in one big project can make it hard to maintain a good overview and find an individual object
quickly.
The idea is that you can create different perspectives on a project. A perspective is a subset
of the project objects that relates to a specific area or task. For example, you could create a
“finance” perspective that contains all the tables, dimensions and cubes that are related to
finance. When this perspective is active, anything else will be hidden in the project tree.
An object can be in any number of perspectives.

Adding a new perspective
Adding a perspective is done on the project level. To add a new perspective, follow the steps
below.
1. Right click on your project in the project tree, navigate to Advanced and click Add
Perspective.
2. The Add Project Perspective window appears. Enter a name for the perspective
and click OK.

Adding objects to and removing objects from a perspective
You can add most objects - tables, fields, dimensions, cubes - to a perspective. You can add
the same object to as many perspectives as you need to. To add an object to a perspective
or remove an object from a perspective, follow the steps below:
1. Right click on the object you wish to add and navigate to Project Perspectives.

Here, the perspectives that the object is currently a part of have a checkmark next to
them.
2. Click on the name of an unchecked perspective to add the object to this perspective

or
Click the name of a checked perspective to remove the object from this perspective.
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Activating a perspective
Obviously, you can only have one perspective active at a time. There are three ways of activating a perspective.
A. In the project tree, navigate to Project Perspectives, right click on the name of the
perspective you wish to activate and click Use Project Perspective.
B. In the ribbon, navigate to Tools. In the Project Perspectives group, click on the
Project Perspectives list and then click on the perspective you wish to activate.
C. In the Quick Access Toolbar, click on the Project Perspectives list and then click on
the perspective you wish to activate.
Note: The Project Perspectives list is not shown in the Quick Access Toolbar when
there are no perspectives in the project.

Deactivating all perspectives
To disable all perspectives and see all objects, you have two options.
A. Click on the None perspective in the Project Perspectives list in the ribbon or the
Quick Access Toolbar as described in "Activation a perspective" above.
B. In the project tree, navigate to Project Perspectives, right click on the name of the
currently active perspective and click Use Project Perspective. This will remove the
Checkmark from Use Project Perspective and change the current perspective to
“None”.

Sorting objects in a perspective
Objects within a perspective can be sorted by the execution order or alphabetically. To
change the sort order of the active perspective, follow the steps below:
1. Click on Project Perspectives in the project tree.
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2. Right click on the name of the currently active perspective and select either Sort by
execution order or Sort alphabetically. The chosen sort order will be saved for
each perspective.
Note: It is not possible change the order of objects manually while a perspective is active.

Deploying and executing a perspective
Perspectives can be deployed and executed just as other objects. This enables you to easily
work with a subset of you project from source to execution. You can deploy and/or execute
a perspective in three ways.
A. Right click on your project in the project tree, navigate to Deploy and click Deploy
Current Perspective

or
navigate to Execute and click Execute Current Perspective

or
navigate to Deploy and Execute and click Deploy and Execute Current Perspective
B. In the project tree, navigate to Project Perspectives, right click on the perspective
you wish to deploy and/or execute and click Deploy, Execute or Deploy and Execute.
You can also add a perspective to a Execution Package, for example if you wish to execute
the perspective on a schedule.
Note: When deploying a perspective there is a common issue when deploying OLAP Cubes.
The last dimension might fail with the error message "No dimension relationships exist within
the measure group". This is caused by the way TX deploys dimensions by removing and reapplying the dimensions.
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Query Tool
The Query Tool is a powerful supplement to the Preview Table feature of TX that gives you
more flexibility in exploring the content of a table. You can execute any SQL query to see the
data you wish to see the way you wish to see it.

Opening the Query Tool
You can open the Query Tool in three different ways.




Right click on a table, click on Preview Table and click on Query Tool in the Table
Preview window.
Right click on a table, navigate to Advanced and click on Query Tool.
Press F8 on your keyboard.

The Query Tool opens with a query that selects the content of the currently selected table,
similar to the query that is executed to get the content for the Preview Table window.

Executing queries
To execute a query, follow the steps below.
1. Open the Query Tool using one of the options described above.
2. If available, choose the Source and Account you wish to query. Account is only
displayed when using an adapter with multiple possible accounts.
3. Enter your query in the top text box of the Query Tool window. You can enter multiple queries that will be executed in sequence by TX.
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Adjust Max no. of rows to the maximum number of rows you wish to have returned.
4. Click on Execute

or
Press F5 on your keyboard.
5. If you wish to stop the query before it completes, click on Stop.
When they query is complete, you can see the result in the Result tab. If you have entered
multiple queries, you can select the query result you wish to see in Result set. If your query
resulted in a message, for example because of a syntax error, the Message tab will display
this message.

Drag-and-drop and the Query Tool window
The Query Tool supports drag and drop of tables and fields.




You can drag a table or a field from the project tree into the query. This places the
table name in the query.
If you drag a table to an empty query, the default query is generated. The default
query fetches everything in the table.
If you drag a table from another source into the window, you will be asked if you
want to change connection and generate a default query. If you answer No, the
name is simply added to the query.

Sorting and filtering data
The Query Tool enables you to sort and filter the results.
Note: Only the rows returned by the query are available for sorting and filtering in the Results tab. If you wish to sort or filter all the rows in a table, the most efficient way is to include the conditions in the query, e.g. by using "order by" or "where" clauses. Fetching thousands of rows and sorting them using the tools provided in the Result tab can be very slow.
To sort the data follow the steps below:
1. Open the Query Tool and execute a query as described above.
2. In the Result tab, click on a column heading to sort the rows on the value in that
column. Click again to switch between ascending or descending order.
To apply a filter, follow the steps below.
1. Open the Query Tool and execute a query as described above.
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2. In the Result tab, click the filter icon besides the name of the column you wish to
filter on. You have five filtering options:
 (All) is equal to no filtering.
 (Custom) opens the Custom Filter window, where you can add conditions
for filtering.





Each condition evaluates the value of the row field compared to the possible
values in the column. The comparison can be made on Equals, Does not
equal, Less than, Less than or equals to, Greater than and Greater
than or equal to. Click Add to add an additional filter and click Delete the
currently selected condition. You can choose to filter on Any or All conditions,
i.e. stringing the conditions together with "or" or "and". Click OK to activate
the filter.
(Blanks) shows rows where the column in question is blank, i.e. empty.
(NonBlanks) shows rows where the column in question is not blank.
A specific value. All unique values in the column is listed and can be chosen as
a filter.
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Convert table to custom table
In some situations, it can be useful to convert a table to a custom table.
For instance, you might have migrated some parts of an existing data warehouse into TX using external tables and you now want to consolidate you entire data warehouse in TX. In
that case, you do not have to start for scratch. You can simply convert the external tables
and add a new source in TX, thus minimizing the changes in the data warehouse.
In other cases, a table you depend on in you solution might not be available when you upgrade your source system to a new version. Instead of redoing a potentially complex mapping with the data warehouse, you can convert the table and keep the data until you are
ready to redo that part of your solution.

Converting a table to a custom table
To convert a table to a custom table, right click on the table, navigate to Advanced and
click Convert table to custom table. In the dialog that appears, click Yes to confirm your
choice.
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Data Movement Improvements
Data Movement pane and Smart Synchronization make it easier to create map fields from
source to destination and spot unbalanced data movement, especially in big projects.
The Data Movement pane shows the tables that are used for data transfer to the selected
table or field. For instance, at table in you data warehouse might combine data from three
different tables in the staging database. The Data Movement pane provides you with an
overview over these tables and their fields.
The tables and their fields are shown in a tree view. Fields in bold are used by the table or
fields, you have selected in the project tree.
Smart Synchronization is a new way of synchronizing a source table with the destination table. When used, TX2014 look on the other source tables on the destination table and adds
the fields from the source table that matches fields from the other source tables.

Opening the Data Movement pane
To open the data movement pane, right click on a table and click on Data Movement.
You can also set the pane to open automatically when you have selected a table by following
the steps below:
1. In the ribbon, click on Window and Menu settings in the Application Settings
group on the Tools tab. The Window and menu settings window appears.
2. In the Data Movement pane box, click Show as default.
3. Click OK to confirm you choice and close the window.

Using the Data Movement pane to add data movement
The Data Movement pane enables you to add new fields from a source table to the destination table you have selected in the project tree.
You can simply drag and drop fields from a source table in the Data Movement pane to the
destination table.
You can also add a new source table using the Data Movement pane. To add a new source
table with the Data Movement pane, follow the steps below:
1. Click on the box in Add Table, expand the tree view to locate the table you wish to
add, click on the table and click OK. You can add tables from the staging area and
other data warehouses.
2. Choose how to add the table by clicking on the box to the left of Add and clicking on
the option you would like. You have four options:
a. Add without synchronization simply adds the source table to the Data
Movement pane so you can drag and drop tables from the pane to the project tree.
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b. Smart synchronize with table looks on the other source tables on the destination table and adds the fields from the source table that matches fields
from the other source tables.
Note: You can also use smart synchronize when you add a source table by
using drag and drop to the destination table in the project tree.
c. Synchronize with table adds the fields of the source table to the destination table with data movement.
d. Synchronize with table (only existing fields) adds data movement from
the source to the destination table for fields that are present in the destination table.
3. Click Add.
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Junk Dimension Automation
A Junk Dimension combines multiple low-cardinality attributes and indicators into a single dimension table as opposed to adding separate dimension tables. This reduces the size of the
fact table and makes the dimensional model easier to work with.
The Junk Dimension contains a row for all distinct combinations of the Junk Dimension attributes along with a key that identifies the specific combination. The Junk dimension attribute fields can be removed from the fact-table and replaced with the single-field reference to
the junk dimension table.

Example
In this example, the fact table contains 4 indicators or flags that is suited for a junk dimension (Confirmed, Delivered, Fragile, Delivery Method and Invoiced):
Item Client

QTY

Amount

Confirmed

Delivered

Fragile

Del.
Method

Invoiced

100

150

15000

Confirmed

Not Delivered

Yes

Standard

Not Invoiced

Not Delivered

No

Standard

Not Invoiced

A123

200

A123

341

76000

Not
Confirmed

100

B222

140

12500

Confirmed

Delivered

Yes

Express

Invoiced

100

C112

900

85000

Confirmed

Delivered

Yes

Express

Invoiced

200

C112

600

99060

Not
Confirmed

Not Delivered

No

Standard

Not Invoiced

Based on these data, the Junk Dimension will contain the following unique combinations of
the Junk Dimension Attributes:
Junk
ID

Confirmed

Delivered

Fragile

Method

Invoiced

1

Confirmed

Not Delivered

Yes

Standard

Not Invoiced

2

Not Confirmed

Not Delivered

No

Standard

Not Invoiced

3

Confirmed

Delivered

Yes

Express

Invoiced
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After removal of the Junk Dimension Attributes and addition of the Junk dimension reference
to the fact table, it looks like this:
Item

Client

QTY

Amount

Junk Dimension ID

100

A123

150

15000

1

200

A123

341

76000

2

100

B222

140

12500

3

100

C112

900

85000

3

200

C112

600

99060

2

Adding a Junk Dimension
To build a Junk Dimension table for a table in a staging database, follow the steps below:
1. Right click on a table, navigate to Advanced and click Add Junk Dimension Table.

2. The Add Junk Dimension dialog box appears. By default, the table name will be
"Dim<SourceTableName>Info". If you wish the table to have another name, type it
in the Name box.
3. Choose which fields to include in the Junk Dimension in the list under Map the
fields to add to the Junk Dimension. By default, the Field Name in the Junk Dimension table will be the same as the chosen field. I you wish the field to have another name, click on the field in the Field Name column and rename it.
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4. Select Use Binary Key to use a binary key for unique identification of the Junk Dimension Table.
Note: The Use Binary Key option is not supported by Analysis Services cubes.
About Junk Dimension Table keys
By default, the key that identifies a specific Junk Dimension combination is a BigInt representing a hashed version of the Junk Dimension attributes. A BigInt is a 8 byte integer. This
makes it possible, but unlikely, that 2 specific combinations can be assigned the same ID. If
you select Use Binary Key, the key will be based on a 20 byte Varbinary datatype which
significantly lowers the risk of getting the same value for 2 different combinations. However,
Varbinary fields are not supported by Analysis Services cubes.

Adding fields to a Junk Dimension Table
When the junk dimension table has been added, you can add additional fields to the Junk Dimension by right clicking on the Junk Dimension and clicking on Edit Junk Dimension Table to bring up the dialog box for choosing fields.
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Working with the Junk Dimension Table
When you have added a Junk Dimension Table, it appears in the project tree with a yellow
table icon with a "J" on it. You can add fields, lookup fields and transformations to the Junk
Dimension Table as well as custom data and data inserts.

When you have added a Junk Dimension Table to a table in a staging base, the next step is
to add the table and corresponding Junk Dimension Table to the data warehouse. You do
not need to add the fields on the table that are part of the Junk Dimension. This saves you
storage space in the database.
You can add fields to the Junk Dimension Table in the data warehouse. For instance, in the
example shown above, you could add a Delivery Instructions field to tell if the delivery
should be handled with care. This could be accomplished with a field transformation with
conditions that set the field value to "Fragile" if the value of the Fragile field is "Yes" and
"Standard" if the value of the Fragile field is not "Yes".
When the Junk Dimension Table is executed, it will insert non-existing junk dimension combinations from the fact table. The Junk dimension table has no truncation of the Raw table.
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Clustered Columnstore index on SQL 2014
Clustered columnstore indexes is a SQL Server feature that significantly increases query performance and data compression. The Clustered Columnstore Index accepts DML, so records
can be inserted, updated and deleted. This is different from the Non-Clustered Columnstore
index that was introduces in SQL Server 2012.
Note: The feature is only available on SQL Server 2014 Enterprise Edition.

To enable clustered columnstore index
You can enable the columnstore index on a table to table basis.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Right click on a table, navigate to Advanced and click Indexes.
The Index Settings window appears. Click Add Index.
(Optional) Enter a name for the index in Friendly Index Name.
Under Index Type, choose Clustered Columnstore Index.
Click OK to add the index and close the dialog. Click Close to close the Index Settings window that appears.

Note: If you build a Clustered Columnstore Index on a table, then no further indexes are allowed.
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Execution Queue
Often, when you work with projects, you find yourself waiting for an object to finish execution before you can continue working on your project. With the Execution Queue, you can
continue working with your project while TX is silently executing your requested objects in
the background.

Opening the Execution Queue window
Navigate to the Project ribbon tab, locate the Development group and click on Execution
Queue to open the Execution Queue window.

Adding an object to the Execution Queue
Adding an object to the Execution Queue is a simple drag-and-drop operation.
1. Click and hold the left mouse button on a table or an execution package, drag it to
the Execution Queue window and let go of the mouse button.
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2. A dialog appears to let you choose which execution steps from the object to add to
the queue.

Select Add all steps or Add selected steps and choose which steps you would like
to add to the queue. Click Add to add the object to the queue.
3. The object is now listed in the Queued list of the Execution Queue. If there is no
other items in the queue, the object will be moved to In Progress and begin executing immediately.

Working with the Execution Queue
Pausing and running the queue
The Execution Queued mode can de toggled between running and pause using the button in
the top right corner of the window. When the queue is running, the button is called Pause.
Clicking the button prevents further objects from being executed and changes the button
text to Resume. Pressing Pause does not stop an object that is currently in progress.
Pressing the Resume button resumes executing of the queue.
Moving and removing queued items
The Queued list shows the items waiting to be executed.
The queued objects can be moved up and down in the list by selecting the item and using
the Move up and Move down buttons. The top item in the list is the next to be executed.
An object can be removed from list by selecting it and clicking Remove. Clicking Clear removes all items from the list.
Stopping current execution
In Progress shows the object currently being executed. Pressing Stop halts the execution
of the object and pauses execution of the queue.
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Removing executed items and viewing errors
The Completed list shows the objects that have been executed. It lists the Status of the
individual items, the Duration and the Start Time. The items can have one of four statuses:




Success means that the object was executed without errors.
Failed means that the execution was ended prematurely by an error.
Stopped means that the execution was stopped by the user before it completed.

You can view error messages for failed objects by selecting it in the list an clicking View Error. This brings up a message box displaying the error message.

Closing the Execution Queue window
You can close the Execution Queue window by clicking the X in the top right corner.
Closing the Execution Queue window or closing the entire project does not stop or pause the
execution of the queued objects. It only hides the window, while the Execution Queue will
continue working in the background. You can open the Execution Queue window again to review the status of the objects in the queue or to add more objects to the queue.
When you close TX, the Execution Queue will be stopped along with the rest of the application.
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Default Execution Package
In TX2014 SR1 we introduced Managed Execution where TX will decide the execution order
of the individual objects while respecting the implicit and explicit dependencies between objects. However, when you did a manual execution of the project by clicking the Manual Deployment and Execution button – or selecting it from the project tree, then TX would use
the old sequential one-threaded execution.
With this new feature TX will use a default execution package, where the user can select the
number of threads, priority order etc. The package will be dynamically generated based on
where the user selects to execute it – i.e. the entire project, data warehouse, business unit
or single object.
When a new project is created, a default execution package named "Default" is added to the
project. You can make another execution package the default execution package by right
clicking on the package and selecting Set as Default Execution Package.

Except for adjusting the Max Threads parameter and the Managed Execution setting,
there is normally no need to make changes to the default execution package.
If you add steps to the Selected Steps section of the default execution package, then the
steps will always be executed – along with the dynamically added steps.
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Merge Option on Execution Packages
If multiple steps are added in an execution package, then these are treated as an ordered
list. The steps will be executed in the order they appear in the list. When using multithreaded execution, TX2014 will start steps in parallel without considering dependencies between objects.
With the Merge option for execution packages, TX2014 will no longer respect the order in
which the steps appear in the list but will instead execute the steps based on the dependencies between the steps.

Examples
Here are some examples to give you a better understanding on how it works:
Example 1

Tables will be executed sequentially in the order they appear: StagingTable1, StagingTable2,
StagingTable3, DataWarehouseTable1, DataWarehouseTable2, DataWarehouseTable3
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Example 2

Selected steps will be executed in the order they appear. 3 tasks will be running in parallel,
not respecting dependencies. StagingTable_1, StagingTable_2 and StagingTable_3 will start
at the same time. When the first table is finished, DataWarehouseTable_1 will start. When
the next table is finished, DataWarehouseTable_2 will start, etc.
Example 3

Selected steps will be executed in parallel using a maximum of 3 threads. The execution order is determined on dependencies. If multiple objects can run at the same time, then TX is
using “Execution Number” for prioritization.
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Example 4

Selected steps will be executed in the order they appear. Each step will be executed in parallel using a maximum of 3 threads with the execution order based on dependencies between
objects. In this example the Business Units will be executed using managed thread execution. When all business units have finished execution the execution of the data warehouses
will start.
Example 5

In this example, all tasks from “Execute Business Units” and “Execute Data Warehouses” are
collected in a single list and executed in parallel using a maximum of 3 threads. The execution order is determined by dependencies between objects. In this example a data warehouse table can be execute before a business unit object – if the dependencies allows it.
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Export Synchronization Result
When you have synchronized a data source, TX tells you which tables and fields have
changed compared to the last synchronization. This is useful if you e.g. change databases,
but the information is not stored for later reference.
However, you have the ability to export the result of a data source synchronization to a human readable format that can be opened in Excel. This can be used as a reference when
“fixing” the project and serve as documentation afterwards.
To export a syncrhonization result, follow the steps below.
1. Make any required changes on the connection settings in TX for the data source in
question, e.g. a new database connection.
2. Right click on the data source you wish to synchronize and select Synchronize Objects.
3. When the synchronization has finished, the Updated Tables and Fields window appears. Click Export to File.
4. In the window that appears, choose where to save the result and click Save.
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Change provider on adapters and data sources
When you add a new data source, you also have to choose a provider, i.e. SQL, DB2, Oracle
etc. It is, however, possible to change the provider of a data source. This enables you to e.g.
switch from using an Excel spreadsheet to using a SQL database.

To change the provider for an adapter
For application adapters, you only have the choice of changing between the providers supported by the application.
1. Right click on the adapter data source and choose Change provider to [provider].
2. Enter you connection settings in the Edit [provider] window that appears.
Refer to the section on the adapter in question to learn which providers are supported and
how to set them up.

To change the provider for a data source
For standard data sources, you can change between almost all providers.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right click on the data source in question and navigate to Change Provider
Click on Change to [provider]
Enter you connection settings in the Edit [provider] window that appears.
Depending on the new provider you have chosen, it might be necessary to rename
tables to fit the new provider. To do that, right click on the table, navigate to Advanced and choose Rename Original Table Name.
5. Right click on the data source and choose Synchronize Data Source to finish
changing providers.
Note: You cannot change to a Dynamics AX Adapter or a Dynamics NAV Adapter. Furthermore, you cannot change to a text file provider. However, you can change from a text file
provider to another provider.
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Agresso Adapter - Beta
An adapter for UNIT4 Agresso ERP system.
There is a very specific Dimension setup in Agresso that the adapter is able to handle. Without an adapter for Agresso, it is a quite complex technical challenge to get the dimensional
tables constructed.
Note: This feature is in Beta. If you would like to try or test the feature, please contact us.
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Infor M3 (Movex) Adapter - Beta
An adapter for Infor M3 - aka Movex ERP system.
According to current knowledge, the adapter should be able to have a central selection of
Company and Department which will then be applied as a hidden selection rule on all tables.
More or less like the basic operation of our Dynamics AX adapter.
Note: This feature is in Beta. If you would like to try or test the feature, please contact us.
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Improvements
Data Lineage and Impact Analysis improvements
The existing Trace Up and Trace Down feature has been given a brush-up to give you better
results. As a consequence of this we now think that the feature provides everything you
would expect for Data Lineage and Impact Analysis and we have renamed the feature to exactly that.
The Data Lineage trace can answer the question about where the content of an object
comes from all the way from the Cube or Data Warehouse down to the Data Source. In
other words: “Where do I come from?”
Here is an example of a Data Lineage Trace on a Business Function measure:

The Impact Analysis trace can answer the question about where an object is being used – all
the way from the data source to a data warehouse or a Cube. In other words: “Where do I
go?”
Here is an example of an Impact Analysis Trace on a Staging Table:
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To use Data Lineage or Impact Analysis Trace, right click any traceable object and select
Trace and then either Impact Analysis or Data Lineage.

The Impact Analysis and Data Lineage output is now printable. Simply right click and select
Print.
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General User Interface Changes
The Title Bar, the Quick Access Toolbar, the Status Bar and the Ribbon has been improved to
accommodate new features and provide you with more information.
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Simplified OLAP Server View
Many users rarely use some of the features on cubes. Each of these features has had its own
folder under the cube in the project tree, cluttering the tree without providing value for most
users. TX2014 SR2 hides these folders until the corresponding feature is actually used.
As a result, the cubes have less folders by default.

To add one of the more rarely used cube features, right click the cube and use the Advanced menu.

Once one of the features are in use, the corresponding folder will appear under the cube:
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Table settings consolidation
In TX2014 SR2, a number of table settings that used to have their own entry in the context
menu, have been moved to a Table Settings window. This reduces the clutter in the context menu and makes it easier for you to find the setting you are looking for since many of
them can be found in the same location.

The following settings can be found in the Table Settings window:






General Settings: Name, Classification, Partitioning, Primary key behavior, Index
generation, Null check behavior, Guard
Performance: Enable physical valid table, Bind functions, Enable BK hash key, Use
legacy transformations, Compression, Table Partitioning
Data Extraction: Incremental load, Truncation
History
Table Schemas

We have implemented some validations in the window to handle the settings that could conflict. For instance, History and Truncate valid table before data cleansing cannot be
selected at the same time. If they are, error icons will appear in the tab header and by the
settings to alert you. If you click OK without resolving the errors, an error dialog will appear
detailing the conflicts.
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Improved Usability in the Lookup Join Dialogue
The Add Join dialog in previous versions of TX2014 could be a bit confusing. In TX2014 SR2,
we have simplified it to make it easier to understand.

The new dialog contains four items:





Join column is the column on the source.
Operator is the operator used in the comparison.
Value type decides if a Field on the destination table or a Fixed Value should be
used in the comparison.
Value is either a field on the destination table or a fixed value depending on the chosen value type.
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Changes in Primary Key Check
Empty Strings are allowed in primary key fields on SQL server, but TX will mark these records as errors because of the implicit check on PK fields for Null values and Empty strings.
The check has been changed in TX2014 SR2, so it just checks for NULL values, not for
Empty strings.
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Changes in truncation settings
In TX2014 SR2, the Truncate raw table after data cleansing option has been renamed
Empty raw table after data cleansing. Behind this name, change lies a small improvement. You now have the option to select if you want to Keep Errors and Warnings or not,
i.e. keep the rows in your raw table that have caused an error or a warning.
If you choose to keep the errors and warnings, TX2014 deletes the rows without errors or
warnings from the raw table. If you choose not to keep errors and warnings, TX2014 truncates the raw table, which is faster than deleting. This means that you should not select
Keep Errors and Warnings if you do not need the info provided by the feature.
To adjust truncation settings, right click on the table, click on Table Settings and click on
the Data extraction tab.
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Improved Execution Logging
Before TX2014 SR2, TX2014 only logged start- and endtime for each step during execution.
TX2014 SR2 will add more logging information to the execution log:





Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

Raw Records
Error rows
Warning Rows
Valid Rows

The result of the loggings can be seen when using “View Execution Overview Log” on the
Data Warehouse, the Business Unit or the Individual table:

You can select between the different row counts in the Measures drop-down field.
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Force specific text datatype on ODBC
You can force a specific Text datatype on your string fields from ODBC. By default, the text
fields will be sized in sync with the actual field size reported from the ODBC provider. With
this feature, you can override this and select another (larger) text datatype.
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NAV Adapter Improvements
In TX2014 SR2, we have improved the Dynamics NAV Adapter to remove the hassle of importing and running code on the NAV system to use NAV Enhancements. For technical reasons, this is only an option on Dynamics NAV 2013 or newer. In previous versions, you still
have to import a .fob file and run it on your system.
To take advantage of this improvement, make sure that NAV 2013 or later is selected in
the NAV Enhancements Settings window during set up of the source. You can find the
setting by right clicking on a NAV source, navigating to Enhancements and clicking Navision
Enhancement Settings (Enabled: xxx).
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Fixed Bugs
14.5.0
ID

Title

18 Incremental Load with Excel Sources fails
19 Manual Execution, Display Current Task issue
20 Renaming a field does not cause a "IsDirty" check on other tables
21 Excel data source cannot change from use global database
22 Custom Hash calculated on Raw values instead of Valid values
24 Error in Additional Data Sources on Oracle
25 Relations from views not loaded
26 Variable overflow in Fixed join Criteria on Lookup fields
27 Lookups under a conditional lookup field can not be sorted.
29 Calculations loses Associated Measure group when using physical perspectives
30 NAV Adapter: Crash when changing Language
31 Test Oracle Connection causes table to become dirty
32 AX Adapter - ENUM Value datatype should be Int and not BigInt
33 Partitioning function is wrong on numeric partition keys
36 When using a SQL snippet in a custom script the documentation of the project fails
40 Moving a lookup field makes the interface focus on another area of the screen
44 History tables deployment error on German SQL Servers
45 Error deleting table with SQL snippet
46 Issue with Not Empty condition on Add Related Records
49 Identity Insert of DW_ID on DWH is ignored when not using SSIS
55 GP Adapter name validation is wrong
57 Error in task count on Execution packages
60 Spelling Mistake
62 Changing a hash field does not make the table modified
63 Validation Rule Not Null cannot be added.
64 Issue with Oracle data source when database kills idle connections.
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68 Save as on project loses dimension level relations
70 Add join on conditional look up
75 Documentation: Object not set to an instance of an object
77 German Integration Services problem
78 Issue with Used Fields in Synchronization result
84

Cube Perspectives: Missing Measures if Measures group name is different from Fact Table
Name

91 Time table can be deleted without warning when used as partition template timetable
92 A field can be deleted without warning when used as partition template field

14.5.2
ID

Title

34 License owner GUI issue
90 DW_SourceCode default constraint missing after import
118 Merge Execution not checking for Pre- or Post- Scripts on BU or DWH
119 Hierarchy table problem.
120 Joins with fixed value will in most cases be handled wrong after upgrade to SR2
121 AX Adapter: Virtual DataAreaID fields is wrongly reported deleted by synchronization
122 Connect timeout not set on sql conneciton in SSIS package
123 GP adapter company dependant tables problem
126 DW_SouceCode is added in source select in ssis package when table is incremental loaded
127 Slow Olap Role deployment

14.5.3
ID

Title

134 CAST error with Salesforce adapter using global database connection
135

Missing Dependency check on DWH tables based on unparameterized views even though
dependencies has been setup
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14.5.4
ID

Title

136 Cannot use repository where a business function is named with a ' (quote)

14.5.5
ID

Title

140 Upgrading from before all tables got the controllfields added fails
143 Additional Datasources: Endless loop
144 Project Perspectives: 'Drag & drop' is 'Drag & add on the go'

14.5.6
ID

Title

151 Customize Code: SSIS Package --> Create Destination Only fails on SQL2014
153 Unable to read object on NAV and AX when using SSIS Server on repository
154 Jet Plugin for NAV adapter error

14.5.7
ID

Title

152 Scaling problem on high resolution screens

14.5.8
ID

Title

156 SalesForce adapter does not load data into raw table for Picklist and Multible Picklist tables
157 Wrong dialogue on edit stored procedure and edit user defined function
159 Application crash when upgrading a SQL Snippet with parameter
160 Performance issue when opening Execution Packages
162 Problem in T-SQL Query window when a Varbinary field contains NULL
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14.5.9
ID

Title

173 Wrong handling of datatype DBTYPE_DBTIME (System.Timespan)
174 Issue with duplicated fields on SQL Server sources
175 Issue with selection rules on Exeternal Tables
176 Nav Adapter: Change of Max Length of Option Value
177 Salesforce: Issue with reading very large numbers
178 Nav Adapter: Issue with Option String Values when empty

14.5.10
ID

Title

188

Nav Adapter: Synchronization Issue

14.5.11
ID

Title

180 Syntax Issue with Incremental load on NAV Native with multiple fields in the selection rule
187 Change Data Source Memory exception
195 ODBC - DataType System.TimeSpan problem
196 DB2 cannot deploy using SSIS
14.5.12
ID

Title

215 GP adapter problem with global databases
216 AX Synch. error when no enums are present in the AX database
217 FTP Source ExecutionNumber error
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14.5.13
ID

Title

218 OLAP Security: Object Not set to an instance... when deploying to the Front Database
219 Olap Setup missing in connection manager
220 Cannot make documentation when having external tables on business unit
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